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HIGHLIGHTS

In the second quarter, the Singularity Strategy returned +10,1% vs the MSCI AC World Index which had 
a performance of +7,4% during the same period. Since inception on Dec 21, 2017, the Singularity 
Strategy has delivered a cumulative return of +93% and approximately 21% on an annualized basis, 
compared to the MSCI AC World Index with a cumulative return of +50% and 12% annualized, the bulk of 
the outperformance coming from stock selection.

Singularity Small & Mid, our new strategy comprising a selection of 100 highly innovative companies 
within the $1bn to $25bn market cap range, posted a gross return of +10.9% since launch on May 10, 
2021. In the backtest based on live data, the strategy is up +114% since inception.

The portfolio is poised to benefit from an evolving phenomenon coined “the Metaverse” which is 
often described as the next generation internet: a digital universe and collection of persistent virtual 
worlds that are all interconnected with each other and transcend the physical world we live in. In the 
Metaverse there will be a vibrant economy representing an enormous potential. Key players in the 
Metaverse ecosystem span across gaming, social media, 3D design, spatial computing, 
augmented/virtual/mixed reality, blockchain, user-generated content, and entertainment. Portfolio 
companies include Nvidia, Facebook, Microsoft, Alphabet, Apple, Tencent, Alibaba, Roblox, Unity 
Autodesk, Adobe, Ansys and Bentley Systems, as well as a host of game developers such as Activision 
Blizzard or Take-Two Interactive Software.

On May 21, 2021 the Singularity Index was rebalanced in accordance with the semi-annual 
rebalancing cycle. A total of 71 names have been replaced in the index and 13% of the index weight are 
made up of new positions. The biggest sectors in the index post rebalancing on May 24 were Big Data 
and Artificial Intelligence. Virtual Reality saw the biggest sector weight increase by 5 percentage points 
to 15%. The portfolio is split approximately 50/50 between tech and ex-tech sectors. Asia Pacific is the 
second largest regional allocation with 18.2% after an increase of 4 percentage points. Compared with 
the MSCI ACWI, the Singularity Index has a superior growth and profitability profile, a stronger balance 
sheet, and better liquidity at a reasonable valuation.
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Historical Performance per June 30, 2021          

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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SINGULARITY INSIGHTS

In the press: Our CIO Gregory Hung took a prominent spot in NZZ am Sonntag’s investing lead feature 
commenting on the Coinbase IPO and how our strategy is designed to capture viable blockchain applications 
in listed equity as they happen. 

Cash.ch conducted a very authentic and honest interview with our CEO Evelyne Pflugi. It is titled “The share 
price should be driven by profits, not by hopes”, and it equips you with all you need to know about our 
strategy and how we think.

Private Banking magazine picked up our launch news and featured Singularity Small & Mid: “The small- and 
mid-cap innovation leaders in one certificate”.

What’s next: 

For a live analysis of this report’s findings, please register for our upcoming webinar “How applied 
innovation is shaping the Metaverse” with our CIO Gregory Hung and mark July 22nd, 3.30 CEST in 
your calendars.

On September 9th, our CEO Evelyne Pflugi will hit the main stage of the Finance Forum 
Liechtenstein alongside other top speakers such as Credit Suisse’s Thomas Gottstein or Germany’s 
ex-vice chancellor Philipp Rössler. For further information please visit the Finance Forum website or 
get in touch with us. 

https://singularity-group.com/manage/fckeditor/editor/filemanager/connecto/NZZ_am_Sonntag_20210418_Seite_35.pdf
https://www.cash.ch/news/top-news/evelyne-pflugi-der-aktienpreis-sollte-getrieben-sein-durch-gewinne-nicht-durch-hoffnungen-1760440
https://www.private-banking-magazin.de/die-innovationsfuehrer-aus-dem-small-und-midcap-bereich-in-einem/
https://my.demio.com/ref/Jy1aa6jgNi52ClZO
https://my.demio.com/ref/Jy1aa6jgNi52ClZO
https://finance-forum.li/
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LinkedIn Twitter

FacebookMedium

YouTube

We harnessed our Singularity Think Tank’s expertise on our blog with some new entries revolving around
current affairs and the latest developments in applied innovation.

“Standing out from the Crypto Crowd”: Our cryptocurrency experts Laurenz Apiarius, John
Orthwein, and Tommaso Bonanata comment on the Coinbase IPO, and we explore how our experts
help us identify future blockchain applications in global equity. In the end, finding applied innovation
in listed companies means nothing else than separating the Googles and Apples from the Netscapes
and Nokias. Read the post here.

“Quantum Computers: Where do we stand with this possible next revolution in information 
technology?”: Is Honeywell about to become one of the global leaders in developing quantum
computers? Physicist, author, portfolio manager and Singularity Think Tank expert Lars Jaeger takes a 
comprehensible look on the status quo of quantum computing for us: “One might feel transported
back to the early 1970s, before commercial computers existed. Only this time, everything will
probably happen even much faster.”

“The AI Ads Machine”: Will Artificial Intelligence remain the revenue engine of 21st century 
advertising? We questioned the longevity of ads as a business against the backdrop of GDPR 
regulations, and how much innovation is truly driving continued value creation at Alphabet Inc.,
Twitter, Facebook and others.

Team: We are growing on several fronts: We welcomed our new Head of Business Development, Johanna 
Heeb, to the team as well as John Orthwein and Tommaso Bonanata as new experts to our Singularity Think 
Tank. More on our website. 

What happened:

If you haven’t watched the Singularity Small & Mid’s launch video yet - here’s our latest investment solution 
in a nutshell. The video was flanked by social media posts and a press release. 

Our CEO and founder Evelyne Pflugi and our Head of research Aleksandra Gadzala Tirziu, PhD, joined Armin
Diez, Chief Technology Officer for Germany's EXPO Fuel Cell Technologies, for a roundtable on applied
innovation and mobility. The discussion was hosted by Peter Lorange. You can replay the webcast here.

The roundtable gave a first taste of our take on the future of mobility. Shortly after, our research department
published further finding from a whole industry in flux with the Singularity Snapshot “Here Comes the 
Internet of Cars”: While many people connect the Internet of Things (IoT) with smart homes and household
devices, we believe one of the most exciting, challenging, and lucrative areas of the IoT is the automotive
sector. We’d even go as far as to state that the software has become more important - and innovative - than
the actual hardware itself.

Chief Communications Officer

Katharina Boehringer

For further information, 
please get in touch with 

kb@singularity-group.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/https://www.linkedin.com/company/thesingularitygroup
https://twitter.com/JoinSingularity
https://facebook.com/thesingularitygroup
https://medium.com/seekingsingularity
https://youtube.com/channel/UCFIPZTxkEO8T67dTfD7xYqA
https://medium.com/seekingsingularity/standing-out-from-the-crypto-crowd-ca53ba4e86c7
https://medium.com/seekingsingularity/quantum-computers-where-do-we-stand-with-this-possible-next-revolution-in-information-technology-8b8f60a5786c
https://medium.com/seekingsingularity/the-ai-ads-machine-ceb32e6d9b5d
https://singularity-group.com/team-board-experts/
https://youtube.com/watch?v=VjFgrk5G2FQ
https://lorangenetwork.com/i/applied_innovation.mp4
https://singularity-group.com/news/singularity-snapshot-here-comes-the-internet-of-cars/
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Performance Since Inception: Singularity Index vs. MSCI ACWI per end of June 2021

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Performance Commentary

Singularity Index Performance Q2 2021

Singularity Index (SI; NQ2045) vs. benchmarks: The Singularity Index posted a return of +10.1% during the 
second quarter, outperforming the MSCI AC World Index (MSCI ACWI), which advanced by +7.4%. Global 
equity markets all finished in positive territory: SMI +9.6%, S&P 500 +8.4%, MSCI Europe +6.5%, CSI 300 +4.3%, 
MSCI AC Asia Pacific +2.6%. Since inception on December 21, 2017, the SI has registered an annualized 
return of 20.5% compared to 12.3% for the MSCI ACWI, leading to an average outperformance of 8.2% per 
annum. Cumulatively the SI has delivered a return of 93.0% vs 50.3% for the MSCI ACWI. The outperformance 
of over 42.7% stems predominantly from security selection.
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Singularity Sectors: All sectors finished the quarter in positive territory. Top performing Singularity Sectors in 
Q2 were VR (+15.1%) and AI (+13.9%) with strong returns from Kakao (035720 KS, +64.5%), Nvidia (NVDA US, 
+49.9%), Shopify (SHOP CN, +32.5%) and Lasertec (6920 JT, +19.7%). Neuroscience (+3.7%) and Blockchain 
(+3.9%) were the lagging sectors, though positive overall. 

Source: Bloomberg, TSG

Top Q2 Contributors by Singularity Sector

Over the second quarter, compared to the MSCI ACWI, the SI had positive contributions from stock 
selection (+1.5%) and sector allocation (+1.3%) with currency effects roughly flat (-0.1%). On an absolute
basis, the biggest portfolio contributors for the quarter were Nvidia (NVDA US, +1.46%), Alphabet (GOOGL US,
+0.76%), Microsoft (MSFT US, +0.58%), Facebook (FB US, +0.38%), Apple (AAPL US, +0.30%), Paypal (PYPL US,
+0.25%), ASML (ASML NA, +0.22%), and Visa (V US, +0.20%). Please refer to the PORTFOLIO INSIGHTS section
below for a spotlight on these companies and how they are connected to a common phenomenon: the
Metaverse.

The largest detractors for the quarter were Intel (INTC US, -0.08%), Orsted (ORSTED DC, -0.07%), Tencent (700
HK, -0.07%), Micron (MU US, -0.04%) and Fiserv (FISV US, -0.04%).
On a relative basis vs the MSCI ACWI, the positive contributors were Nvidia, Alphabet, Paypal, Facebook,
Intuitive Surgical, Nio, Crowdstrike, Shopify and TSMC, while on the negative side we had Tesla, Tencent, Orsted,
Alibaba, Micron and Apple.

From a sector perspective, overweights in Information Technology and Communication Services as well as
underweights in Consumer Staples, Utilities and Consumer Discretionary benefited performance, whereas
underweights in Financials and Energy were detrimental.
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Singularity Stocks: Best performing stocks for the quarter in terms of absolute performance were Kakao (035720

KS, +64.5%), XPeng (XPEV US, +55.4%), Cloudflare (NET US, +50.6%), Nvidia (NVDA US, +49.9%), Docusign

(DOCU US, +44.3%), Li Auto (LI US, +39.8%), Sunny Optical (2382 HK, +39.4%), Crowdstrike (CRWD US,

+37.7%) and Nio (NIO US, +36.5%).

Kakao Corp (Singularity Score: 43) is Korea’s largest mobile platform. Its KakaoTalk app has been dominating the

Korean messaging market for years (penetration rate >90%) thanks to a large user base and continued upgrading

of its services and functionalities, keeping it ahead of Facebook Messenger, LINE and Whatsapp in the local Korean

market. From messaging the company has expanded into a social platform over the years from navigation and

transportation (Kakao Navi, Kakao Metro, Kakao Bus, Kakao Taxi) to food and fashion delivery (Daum Kakao),

payments (Kakao Pay), as well as online forums and communities (Daum Café). Importantly, the company founded

Ground X, a subsidiary which develops tangible and practical blockchain services. Ground X has developed Klaytn,

a global public blockchain (similar to Etherium) with a mission to drive mass blockchain adoption. Pan-Asian

industry leading corporations across IT, content, gaming and finance participate in the platform’s governance and

operation, and dozens of service partners are producing Klaytn-based blockchain services. Its digital asset wallet

Klip is available in KakaoTalk and provides a user experience as easy as a messenger. Klip allows users to safely

store and easily transfer digital assets obtained from Klaytn-based blockchain applications across different verticals

such as social networking, gaming, and e-commerce. It supports multiple cryptocurrencies, including Klaytn's own

token KLAY, as well as multitude of Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs).

Cloudflare (Singularity Score: 100) is a web infrastructure and cybersecurity company that offers “network as a

service” across the fields of security, performance and reliability. Its main value proposition is to offer its clients 

speed and security. Its specific service offering is extremely vast from content delivery network (CDN) services and

DDoS (Distributed Denial-of-Service) mitigation, to distributed domain name server services and internet security. It 

sits at the nexus of Edge Networks and Zero Trust, two rapidly evolving key technology trends. As an edge network

it interconnects with nearly 9,000 outside networks such as internet service providers, cloud providers, and

customers. Cloudflare’s network consists of over 200 Points of Presence (POPs), strategically located across the

globe to optimally reach customers with their edge. Cloudflare is among the fulcrum companies making the internet

a safer place while keeping it performant and reliable. Against the backdrop of emerging security challenges and

given a proliferation of sophisticated cyberattacks, its services continue to be in high demand.
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As announced in our last quarterly letter, we launched our new Singularity Small & Mid Strategy on May 10, 2021 

as a UBS Actively Managed Certificate. As a quick reminder, Singularity Small & Mid is a global portfolio of 100

stocks which comprises highly innovative companies within the $1bn to $25bn market cap range. Only top quintile

Singularity Score names per GICS sector will be included while applying the same limits to liquidity, sector weights,

maximum position weights, and ESG metrics as in the Singularity Fund. 94% of the portfolio’s weights are non-

overlapping with the Fund, making it both an interesting stand-alone portfolio as well as an ideal complement.

At the end of June the strategy was up by 10.9% gross of fees since launch (May 10, 2021), compared to 1.2% for

both the MSCI ACWI Mid Cap (NTR) and MSCI ACWI Small Cap (NTR) over the same period (The MSCI ACWI

was up +2.2%). The top contributors over this period were Li Auto (LI US, +1.3%), XPeng (XPEV US, +0.9%),

Maxscend Microelectronics (300782 C2, +0.9%), 10X Genomics (TXG US, +0.8%), Plug Power (PLUG US, +0.7%),

Bentley Systems (BSY US, +0.5%) and Ecovacs Robotics (603486 C1, +0.5%).

Since inception of our investment methodology on Dec 21, 2017, the strategy is up by +114% (gross).

Singularity Small & Mid Performance Q2 2021 

Live Performance and Backtest: Singularity Small & Mid vs MSCI ACWI Small/Mid Cap per end of June 2021

Source: Bloomberg, TSG
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The portfolio is strongly exposed to a phenomenon coined “the Metaverse” which is often described as the 

next generation internet: a digital universe and collection of persistent virtual worlds that are all interconnected

with each other and transcend the physical world we live in. In the Metaverse there will be a vibrant economy

representing an enormous potential.

The Metaverse is enabled through advances in various technologies including graphic design, spatial

computing, compute power (in the cloud and at the edge), AR/VR/MR, AI and blockchain.

Because the Metaverse is a universe of unlimited virtual worlds it could eventually be bigger than the physical

economy. And while it is nearly impossible to foresee how exactly the Metaverse will take shape beyond a

short-term horizon and what it will be capable of, some of the key elements are starting to fall into place and

we are already in the midst of laying the groundwork for it.

Key players in the Metaverse ecosystem span across gaming, social media, 3D design, spatial computing, 

AR/VR/MR, blockchain, user-generated content and entertainment. Portfolio companies include Nvidia,

Facebook, Microsoft, Alphabet, Apple, Tencent, Alibaba, Roblox, Unity, Autodesk, Adobe, Ansys and Bentley

Systems, as well as a host of game developers such as Activision Blizzard or Take-Two Interactive Software¹.

Summary

Looking across our portfolio we find a number of companies that have one thing in common: they are either

building, shaping, participating or creating content, assets and solutions in the Metaverse. What is that, you might

ask?

Portfolio Insights

The Metaverse

The Metaverse is a digital universe, a collection of persistent virtual worlds that are all interconnected 
with each other and transcend the physical world we live in. It is a virtual society without borders, 
transcending labor and leisure. Think Steven Spielberg’s film ‘Ready Player One’ based on Ernest Cline’s novel². 
These virtual worlds have real design and a real economy where you can virtually dwell and transact. You have 
a real avatar which belongs to you and could be either a photorealistic model of yourself or a fictional 
character. In the Metaverse you can spend time with friends, communicate, learn, experience, or play games. 
Virtual worlds are built in 3D and can be experienced as if they were real. If you think this is just another 
iteration of gaming, think again. The term is often used to describe a future iteration of the internet in which 
virtual worlds and spaces converge with physical reality. Ryan Gill, CEO of Crucible, describes his vision of 
the Metaverse as “the gradual convergence of the digital world with the physical world. A world where we no 
longer notice a distinction between our digital avatars and our physical selves. A world where smart lenses 
and BCI devices enable us to be surrounded by information – interactive information for work, entertainment, 
education, and more. This is the next iteration of the internet. And as dystopian it may sound, this is the next 
iteration of life.”

¹Please refer to the section on eSports in the Q4 2020 quarterly report for more color on game publishers in our portfolio.
²The term Metaverse was coined by Neal Stephenson in his novel ‘Snow Crash’, published in 1992.

https://singularity-group.com/manage/fckeditor/editor/filemanager/connecto/Q4_Report_2020.pdf
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These virtual worlds are forming around communities who share a media affinity and leverage technology to 
experience, share, transact and build out a space for engagement. They are starting to exist in areas like 
gaming, movies and music. At some point bridges are built between worlds, making it possible for people to 
cross over and spend time in other spaces, creating new experiences. For instance, the fashion design 
competition show ‘Making the Cut’ was premiered on Amazon Prime Video, allowing viewers to shop the look 
directly from their couch on Amazon. Ultimately, the question will be where people want to spend their time, 
and that will not only be a question of content and online vs offline but also of design and UX taste. 

Gaming is a natural foundation of the Metaverse. For example, the game Fortnite (by Epic Games, built with 
its Unreal game engine) gives a glimpse into what the Metaverse could look like.³ It started out as a popular
game and morphed into a virtual space where players come to spend time and hang out (not gaming) and talk 
about and experience things unrelated to the game itself, like listening to a live concert or going to a new 
product launch. On Fortnite, users can also buy merchandise from third parties to style their personal avatar, 
just like you would style and dress yourself in the real world. Travis Scott (musician) did a virtual music tour in 
the video game Fortnite last year in April which attracted more than 12 million music fans and gamers alike. 

In the Metaverse, all digital items are NFTs⁴ which could be traded on digital NFT marketplaces, like Amazon in 
the real world. However, all of this is still quite some time away and will only happen if the virtual world is so 
realistic that you want to go there and spend time there, and perhaps purchase things that only exist in the 
virtual world.

³For more information on Epic Games and Unreal Engine, please also refer to the eSports section in our Q4 2020 quarterly report. 
⁴ Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs): digital assets which represent objects such art, music, videos, in-game items etc, which are transacted online (usually with 
cryptocurrency). The point of NFTs is that they are unique, with unique identifying codes, creating digital scarcity.

In the Metaverses you can jump from one experience to another instantly - like teleportation or time travel. 
There could and likely will be multiple metaverses, not just a single one, and the term is constantly evolving. Of 
course, it is hard to define what the Metaverse will eventually look like and what it will be capable of. But the 
pieces are starting to fall into place and we are already in the midst of laying the groundwork for it. The 
Metaverse is forming organically with media that we are already very familiar with. 

Minimum Viable Metaverse

Source: Vivid & Vague, Marc Geffen
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The Metaverse is enabled through advances in various technologies including graphic design, spatial 
computing, compute power (in the cloud and at the edge), AR/VR, edge computing, AI and blockchain. In 
graphic design for instance, Nvidia’s RTX graphic cards now are able to simulate real-time ray tracing which is 
instrumental to render realistic light and shadow effects in games and virtual worlds more generally.⁵ This ray 
tracing technology was made possible only through the combination of a number of technologies such as 
Tensor core GPUs (essential for handling very large matrix operations for image processing), AI processing, 
accelerated ray tracing hardware cores (to speed up the compute-intensive processes of working out light 
interactions) and various new rendering algorithms. Ray tracing combined with a technology called DLSS
(Deep Learning Super Sampling), Nvidia’s upscaling algorithm which efficiently turns low-resolution images 
into high-resolution ones, results in big performance gains and impressive graphic improvements. This frees 
up rendering performance and allows developers to include more visual effects. The proliferation of edge 
computing is a key infrastructure component of the Metaverse (and cloud computing and IOT more generally) 
as it supplements and boosts end-users’ local compute power while minimizing network congestion and 
latency issues. To this end, edge computing involves providing supercomputers at strategically located 
network nodes close to densely populated areas and further-away central cloud servers.

VR headsets that allow for immersive experiences are rapidly becoming more advanced. For example, Vario 
Technologies, a private Finnish company with a focus on enterprise VR solutions, has introduced a software 
platform that enables virtual teleportation. Using its VR headsets someone can experience another person’s 
physical reality, in a virtual way. As the CEO Timo Toikkanen puts it: “You can be anywhere in the world. You can 
scan your surroundings, not just a 3D object or something like that. You can digitize the world around you if you 
like. And do that in super high fidelity, through Varjo Reality Cloud, so anybody anywhere in the world can join 
you in that location and see it exactly the way you see it, in perfect color, with lights and reflections, and so 
forth. It’s a metaverse grounded in reality.”

AR will serve up another Metaverse which can be overlaid onto our physical world, blending the two into 
one. In this world you might own digital art, displayed onto your walls. While this art only exists digitally, it’s 
unique and you own it using NFTs. As Mark Zuckerberg puts it: “Think about how many things in your life that 
don’t really need to be physical and could easily be replaced by digital holograms, where you had glasses.” In 
the end, we can immerse ourselves using VR while AI agents can come out of the Metaverse through AR.

Portfolio Companies

Our portfolio is strongly exposed to all things Metaverse. Perhaps unsurprisingly, it encompasses a who-is-who of big

tech companies including Nvidia, Facebook, Microsoft, Alphabet, Apple, Tencent and Alibaba. But there are also

smaller up and coming players with enormous potential such as Roblox and Unity. Below we provide some insights on

a selection of names that are crucially associated with the ever evolving state of the Metaverse.

⁵Real-time ray tracing traces the rays of light in a scene as they move from one object to another, calculating how they would move. This technique 
produces highly realistic looking reflections and shadows. See ray tracing in action in this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NgcYLIvlp_k

https://youtube.com/watch?v=NgcYLIvlp_k
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NVIDIA (Singularity Score: 100) recently debuted Omniverse which could be THE platform that will make the 
Metaverse come to life at scale. It is a virtual environment which the company calls the Metaverse for 
engineers, which runs on Nvidia’s accelerated computing technology including Tensor core GPUs and ray 
tracing technology as mentioned above. It is the culmination of all the things the company has been working 
on over the past few years, a fusion of gaming and scientific computing, a conversion of technologies. 

The Omniverse is an open source platform that is photorealistic, supports AI, and importantly obeys the 
laws of physics. Objects designed in Omniverse drop to the ground and look like they are in the real world, 
while lighting situations are hyper-realistic. It is built on the 3D data-sharing standard Universal Scene 
Description (USD)  from Pixar, plugs into industry-leading design applications such as Autodesk, Adobe, 
Ansys, Bentley Systems or Unity and offers designers and engineers the ability to collaborate simultaneously 
in a virtual world from anywhere, across applications and on any device. At the core of Ominverse sits the so-
called ‘Nucleus’ which allows a variety of Ominverse-enabled applications to share and simultaneously modify 
representations of virtual worlds. Client modifications are published to the Nucleus Database and changes are 
transmitted in real-time between connected apps, enabling live syncing. Nvidia’s general manager of media 
and entertainment describes Omniverse as follows: "You can think of USD as the HTML of 3D, and think of 
Omniverse as the browser for that HTML of 3D." It lets people simulate shared virtual 3D worlds to simulate 
things from the real world that can’t be tested easily in the real world, such as self-driving vehicles or robots. 
Remote teams from different areas can collaborate in real time as if they were jointly working on a Google Doc. 
Omniverse will also be very interesting for game developers because it enables easier collaboration in real-
time across animation, rigging, designing, or lighting. The virtual worlds they create together can then be run on 
gaming engines such as Unreal or Unity or directly out of the cloud using Omniverse. 

Source: NVIDIA  
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More than 400 enterprises across industries from automotive, robotics, architecture, to engineering, 
construction, and manufacturing are using Omniverse including Ericsson, Foster + Partners, and WPP. 
Today VR can enable users to build digital twins before they are implemented in the real world. For example, 
BMW Group is using Nvidia’s Omniverse to build a digital manufacturing site which will mirror a real-world place 
so as to be able to simulate all details including robots, buildings, assembly parts, predictive maintenance and 
big data analytics virtually first before building it, and expects the planning process to be at least 30% more 
efficient than before. Nvidia built their new headquarters in Santa Clara, CA fully in VR. The company used a 
supercomputer to build the architecture using the computationally intense ray tracing technology. This allowed 
them to optimize the amount of light entering the building at different times of the day and balance this with 
the amount of energy required for air conditioning before starting to build. It is very likely that many if not all 
buildings will be simulated in VR with a twin building first before any construction happens in the physical 
world. In a future focused on energy efficiency and emissions targets, the impact of such innovations makes 
them hard to ignore. Volvo’s engineers are able to work on car design inside a simulation while virtually walking 
around it or sitting inside it and interacting with it in real time. Ericsson is using Omniverse to simulate the 
future of 5G wireless networks. WPP, one of the world’s leading communication services groups, is replacing 
traditional logistically-intensive on-location production and filming with entirely virtual sets. 
The importance of Omniverse for robotics cannot be overstated. Training a robot is dangerous while it is still 
clumsy and learning and you need detailed environments. Nvidia’s new Isaac simulation engine now allows 
designers to test their robots’ functionality in a digital twin simulated environment before going into 
production.

Tencent (Singularity Score: 81) has built and continues to build out a mega-ecosystem across ecommerce, 
gaming, social, productivity, collaboration, and fintech. Instead of organic growth and building companies 
themselves, they follow a strategy of investing heavily in other companies who can profit from their ecosystem 
by gaining traffic and thus benefitting Tencent as investor and operator of the ecosystem. Tencent has proven 
to be a master capital allocator. Considering that we don’t really know what exact form the Metaverse will take 
and the enormous opportunity it presents, this seems to be a smart strategy. Tencent has large ownerships in 
leading platforms such as Epic’s Unreal Engine (VR), Snap (AR), Spotify (Audio), WeChat (mobile gateway), 
JD.com (ecommerce) Douyu and Huya (social) and many others. Tencent is already a leader in three of the 
Minimum Viable Metaverse categories mentioned above, namely democratized ecommerce (WeChat, 
SeaMoney, Pinduoduo), virtual & spacial worlds (Riot Games, Epic Games, Roblox) and “premium” social media 
(Huya, Douyu, Discord, Snap). Tencent is poised to benefit from whichever direction the Metaverse will take 
given its broad exposure and leadership position across content and platforms, as well as driving technologies 
such as VR, AR, audio and internet. 

Source: FSM
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Facebook (Singularity Score: 98) is known as a dominant social media platform with a large user base which is 
crucially important to set themselves up for success in the Metaverse. The platform exhibits an impressive 
wealth of user-generated content, an enormous number of daily active users (approximately 1.9bn according 
to Statista), a large share of the online ad market, a capable workforce and a dedicated founder and CEO. The 
company’s patent portfolio spans innovations in AR/VR, infrastructure, communication, commerce, artificial 
intelligence, machine learning and connectivity. Facebook so far has been predominantly operating at the 
service/app level. However, it continues to make attempts to gain a stronger footing to participate at the 
infrastructure layer. Their Oculus VR headsets and rumors about a new AR smartwatch point in this direction 
and already make it a leader in the VR space. The company is in early stage planning to sell virtual goods in 
their Facebook App Store which would be accessed using Facebook-made AR devices.

Source: Unsplash

Snap (Singularity Score: 65) is a leader in developing AR components which make it possible to blend physical 
with digital. Snapchat offers its tools (called Snap Kits) to its community to create content within the platform, 
as well as to third-party developers in order to integrate functionalities and features into third-party apps. 
Snap is positioning itself as the underlying platform on which others can create AR experiences.

Source: Wareable
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Microsoft (Singularity Score: 59) is likely to play a shaping role in the Metaverse given it’s broad expertise in
crucial areas such as cloud, infrastructure and AI (Azure), software (Office 365), development tools (Visual
Studio) gaming (Xbox, Minecraft), social media (LinkedIn), and virtual and mixed reality (HoloLens, Mesh)
among others. Spanning both enterprise and consumer clients, coupled with its openness (the most open of
all) to offer third-party apps and app stores, Microsoft is well-set-up for a virtualized future.

Source: Microsoft

Amazon (Singularity Score: 18) is the world’s largest ecommerce company and the biggest cloud provider
(AWS) with a wealth of AI services. It offers a host of media experiences (Prime) including music, video,
ebooks, gaming and video game broadcasting (Twitch) and is a leader in digital home assistants (Echo).
What’s more is that Amazon is building a “free” fully customizable game engine (Amazon Lumberyard) native
to AWS Cloud, which integrates seamlessly with Twitch. Amazon has been setting itself up to operate beyond
the web to extend its infrastructure and offering across game engines and virtual worlds.

Alphabet (Singularity Score: 87): The metaverse will create a lot of new data and if anyone has perfected how
to compile, index and monetize data it is Google. Its Android operating system is arguably the most open
source of any mobile platform and it’s also the most widely used one. The Metaverse could be the opportunity
to unite all of the companies in the Alphabet soup such as Google X (secretive moonshots), Waymo
(autonomous driving), DeepMind (AI research lab), Sidewalk Labs (urbani innovation), Nest (smart home
products) and FitBit.

Apple’s (Singularity Score: 31) approach of building a ‘walled garden’ around its ecosystem of products and
services doesn’t really make it a prime candidate to operate an open source Metaverse. But its dominance in
consumer electronics and computing platforms from phones to tablets to wearables and other connected
devices make it a perfect onramp to interact with the Metaverse.

Alibaba (Singularity Score: 13) is famous for being the Amazon of China with  the world’s biggest ecommerce 
platform by GMV (with Taobao and Tmall) and a fast growing cloud computing business (No. 1 in China), it is 
also involved in digital media and broadcasting (Youku), music (Alibaba Music), film production (Alibaba 
Pictures), corporate communication tools (DingTalk), logistics platform (Cainiao), fintech (Ant Group, AliPay), 
operating systems (AliOS), digital assistants (Tmall Genie), food delivery (ele.me), ticketing (Damai) and others. 
In addition, while not as prominent and central as Tencent, it has investments in over 200 companies. Given 
its involvement in nearly all aspects of daily life in China and its unparalleled understanding of the Chinese 
consumer, it’s hard to imagine it not playing an important role in what is yet to come. 
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Roblox (Singularity Score: 100) is a platform that enables any kind of human interaction in a digital 3D world.
They call it “human co-experience” which is a combination of gaming, social, learning, and entertainment. It’s a
fast growing platform for collaboration, playing games, learning together and experiencing together. Any kind
of interaction is conceivable on this platform. On Roblox and in the Metaverse you create your identity as an
avatar and make friends in the digital world (or bring friends from the physical world into the digital world). It’s
a very immersive experience thatalso supports virtual reality applications. There is a plethora of content in the
Metaverse made by the development community. And there is also a vibrant economy there powered by the
company’s own currency called Robux. They currently have about 35m daily users who spend an average of
2h a day on the platform.

Source: Roblox

Unity (Singularity Score: 46) is one of the two most popular game engines besides Epic’s Unreal Engine (UE4),
and the only listed company of the two. Perhaps more importantly, it is widely used for real-world rendering,
content development and simulation use cases in film, animation, engineering, architecture, construction or
design. Given its strong foothold in content creation, playtime and standards, Unity is likely to play a
foundational role in the Metaverse which will require interoperability and common APIs in some shape or
form.

Looking ahead

The Metaverse generally has the potential to be enormous in size, essentially larger than the physical 
world. Because the Metaverse is a universe of unlimited virtual worlds, designers and creators may end up 
designing digital things like buildings, vehicles or clothes many times larger than in our world. More 
importantly, the economy in the Metaverse could be larger than our physical economy with digital 
currency facilitating exchanges of value. As with the internet, new companies, products and services will 
emerge to facilitate everything from identity management, payment processing, content creation, ad delivery, 
security and so on. In the Metaverse our avatars will socialize, work and interact with each other. We will own 
land and build communities. Some people take it even further as far as calling the Metaverse the end of the 
nation-state where new societal structures are created in the digital realm and it no longer matters where you 
were born. Anyone can live and work where they want. 
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Rebalancing 

We semi-annually rebalance our Singularity Index, the global gold standard in innovation benchmarking. 

Please find the full report on the latest changes to the index as per May 2022 here.

Summary

A total of 71 names have been replaced in the index and 13% of the index weight are made up of new 
positions. Total portfolio turnover (two-sided) for the rebalancing was 48%.

The biggest sectors in the index post rebalancing on May 24 were Big Data and Artificial Intelligence. 
Virtual Reality saw the biggest sector weight increase by 5 percentage points to 15%.

The portfolio is split approximately 50/50 between tech and ex-tech.

Asia Pacific is the second largest regional allocation with 18.2% and an increase of 4 percentage points.

Compared with the MSCI ACWI, the Singularity Index has a better growth and profitability profile, a 
stronger balance sheet, and better liquidity at a reasonable valuation.

https://singularity-group.com/manage/fckeditor/editor/filemanager/connecto/Rebalancing-Report.pdf
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